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The structure and mobility of negative ions of oxygen in liquid Хе is investigated. It is shown 
that the strong exchange interaction of the outer, weakly bound e!ectron of the negative ion with 
the suпоuпdiпg liquid !eads to а partial compensation ofthe e!ectrostriction effect, and it prevents 
the formation of а solid cluster around the negative ion. А simple pertU/uative mode! describing 
the structure of the negative ion in the liquid matrix is developed. The mobility of 02' ions in 
liquid Хе оп the saturation line is estimated. The' reasons for the difference in mobility of negative 
and positive ions аге discussed. 

1. INТRОDUСГЮN 

@1999 

In Iiquefied rare gases, the structure апд properties of admixed ions are considered, as 
а rule, in the context of Atkins' mодеl [1]. This mодеl takes into consideration the effect of 
electrostriction, апд it predicts the formation of а solid cluster around the ion. Thе cluster then 
determines the transport properties of such ап ion in the condensed рЬме. ТЬе consequences of 
this theory асе in good agreement with experiments оп the mobility of positive ions. However, 
Atkins' theory does not дерепд оп the sign of the ionic сЬаще, апд it predicts the same effects 
for positive апд 'negative ions. 

Recently, experimental data оп the mobility of certain negative апд positive ions in Iiquid 
хепоп Ьесаmе availabIe which indicate а difference in the transport properties of positive апд 
negative ions. It was found that negative ions exhibit higher mobility than positive ions of 
comparabIe size [2,3]. 

ТЬе difference in transport properties of positive апд negative ions is, аЬоуе аН, due to the 
fact that Фе outer electron ofthe negative ion is localized in а spatial region with а characteristic 
size appreciabIy greater than that of the inner electron shells of the parent atom or molecule 
of the ion. When а negative ion is located in а dense gas or Iiquid it perturbs the surrounding 
medium. ТЬе character ofthe perturbation depends оп the character ofinteraction ofthe outer 
electron with the medium. Опе important factor that determines the qualitative difference in 
the perturbation near positive апд negative ions is the repulsive ехсЬаngе interaction of the 
weakly bound outer electron of the negative ion with the electron sheHs of the surrounding 
atoms or molecules. 

ТЬе structure of negative ions in dense gases апд Iiquids with atoms of Iow polarizability 
(Не апд Ne) were investigated recently [4,5]. It was shown that the competition between the 
short-range exchange repuIsion апд the Iong-range polarization attraction ofthe outer electron 
with the atoms of the medium leads to the formation of а microcavity around the negative ion, 
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which is surrounded Ьу а denser layer of atoms. This effect largely determines the negative ion 
mobility. Similar сотрlехез, in which а light quantum particle is 10calized inside the liquid 
density f1uctuation and kept stationary, were first suggested and investigated Ьу Ferrell [6] to 
explain the апотаlоизlу 10ng life-time of positronium in liquid helium due to creation of а cavity 
( (,ЬuЬЫе») around the positronium. ВuЬЫез in nonpolar liquids сап аlзо ье created around free 
electrons, excited atoms, and positive and negative ions. Detailed discussions of this problem 
сап Ье found in the special issue «Ions and Atom in Superf1uid Helium», Zeitschrift fiir Physik 
В, Cond. Matter 98, No 3 (1995). 

А difference in the mobilities of positive and negative ions was шо observed ~n liquefied 
rare gases with high polarizability. For ехатрlе, in liquid хепоп, negative ions of 02 and SF6 

exhibit mobility several tim~s that of positive ions [2]. As а result of the high polarizability of 
atoms ofthe medium, по microcavity is created in this case, but the strong exchange interaction 
leads to partial cance11ation of the electrostriction and it prevents tlie formation of а solid cluster 
around th~ negative ion. The determination ofthe structure ofthe negative ion bec6mes сотрlех 
because of the more complicated nature of the interaction of the outer electron of the ion with 
the liquid. 

In this paper, we propose а simplified model of the ionic structure that considers the 
inf1uence of the weakly bound electron of the negative ion оп the liquid matrix. From these 
results. we estimate the mobility of о; ~n liquid Хе Ьу means of а modified Stokes equation. 

2. SELF-CONSISTENТ FIELD MODEL OF А NEGAТIVE ION IN А NONPOLAR LIQUlD 

We consider а lone electron bound Ьу the polarization potential to the тоlесиlе that forrned 
the negative ion. The asymptotic form ofthe electron wave function, 'Ф(r.), in the polarization 
potential of the molecules is very well known. At large distances т, the wave function varies 
as 'Ф(r) ос т- I ехр(-т/>.). The characteristic size >. ofthe spatial region where the electron is 
Jocalized is determined Ьу its ground state energy е in the negative ion [7], >. = hj ../2те. 

\ In the fo11owing, we consider weakly bound electrons for which >. is appreciably greater 
than the size of the parent molecule. The weakly bound 'electron spends а significant time far 
from the molecule. It moves with ап average kinetic energy ek ос h2 j2m>.2. The motion of 
such ап electron has тапу features in соттоп with the motion of а quasifree electron of the 
same energy. In rarefied gases this interaction results in scattering ofthe electron Ьу isolated 
molecules. The scattering potential consists of а short-range repulsive part due (о exchange 
interaction and ап 'attractive long-range polarization part. 

In а Iiquid, the situation is significantly тосе complicated. Несе, the long-range part ofthe 
polarization potential is determined Ьу the atomic polarization potentials of the atoms around 
the ion. In this case the potential of а . scatterer сап ье represented Ьу а superposition of the 
electron-atom interaction potential and the screened polarization potentials of а11 other atoms 
around the ion. The tota1 scattering potential of ап electron is described as а «muffin-tin» 
potential [8]: . 

It is worthwhile to note that the potential decays faster than ljr4 as а result ofthe screened 
polarization. This lеадз to а reduction in the characteristic size of the interaction сеРоп. In 
rare gases, in the supercritical region at Iiquid densities and оп the saturation Нпе in liquids, 
the elastic electron-atom cross-section depends weakly оп electron energy апд scattering angle. 
There is essentially по Rarnsauer-Townsend effect, and the scattering cross-section of а slow 
electron is deterrnined Ьу ап effective scattering length Le/f(N). 
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ТЬе electron effective scattering length is а function of the liquid density N. It сап Ье 
determined from experimental data оп the quasifree electron mobility [9]. In the low-density 
limit, the effective scattering potential is transformed into the potential of ап isolated atom, 
and Le!!(N) becomes the electron scattering length of ап isolated atom 

L a = ~ ctgJ а , 
у ао aoR~ 

where а is the atomic polarizability, ао is the Bohr radius, and Ra denotes the effective radius 
of the short-range hard core of the electron-atom interaction potential [10]. With increasing 
liquid density, the relative role of attraction in the scattering process decreases as а result of 
polarization screening. This leads to а decrease in scattering length, and еуеп to а sign reversal 
at sufficiently high densities. 

In the optical approximation [7, 8], the епещу of the bottom of the electron conduction 
band is vo = 27rh2NLeff (N)jm + Ир(N), where Ир = -ае2FLNj2а is the shift in electron 
energy as а result of the screened polarization interaction. ТЬе Lorentz screening factor [8] 
FL(N) = [1 + 8JraNj3]-1 takes into account the weakening of the polarization field of а 
particular atom Ьу its interaction with the induced dipoles of all other atoms of the medium; 
а is the radius of the first peak of the pairwise correlation function of the liquid. 

We model the motion of the weakly bound electron of а negative ion in а nonpolar 
liquid as the motion of the electron in the field of point scatterers with ап effective potential 
Ve!! = 2Jrh2 L e!!(N)8(r - ~)jm, where 8(г) is the Riernann delta function, r and ~ are 
the coordinates of the electron and scattering centet, respectively. We also assume that the 
conditions for the optical model are satisfied, i.e., 

Le!!(N) «Л, N L~!!(N) « 1. (1) 

ТЬе Schrodinger equation for the wave function of а weakly bound electron in the liquid acquires 
the form 

h2 2Jrh2 
--2· tlф(г) + И(г)ф(г) + L -Lе!!(N)8(г - ~)ф(г) = [Е - Ир(N)] ф(г), (2) 

m . m 

where Е is the electron ground state energy of the negative ion in the liquid and И(г) is the 
potential of the molecule оп which the electron is localized. ТЬе shift of the electron епещу 
Ир(N) was taken into account in Eq. (2). ТЬе electron епещу is then 

€ = Е - Ир(N). 

We assume that the effect of the medium оп € is srnall, 

€ » tle = (ф(г) ~ 2:;2 L e!!(N)8(r - Rj ) Ф(г») . (3) 

First-order perturbation theory supports this notion [7]. Integrating Eq. (3) over the electron 
coordinate and averaging over the atomic coordinates, we obtain the following relationship 
between the de Broglie wavelength of the electron л, the electron effective scattering length in 
the medium Le!!(N), and the n~mber density N of the liquid: 

л 3 (2а) ~~»~N~-T' ~ 
I 
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This places an additional constraint оп the electron binding energy ofthe ion. In fact, when 
А» а, the right-hand side of Eq. (4)is proportional to АЗ, but its left-hand side is linear in 
А. At уесу large А, the number of atoms of the medium N АЗ in the vicinity of the electron 
orbit сап Ье large. In this case, the interaction of the electron with the medium, а\; determined 
Ьу its scattering length, cannot Ье considered weak. The contribution of the medium to, the 
electron binding energy is significant, and inequality Eq. (4) is violated. In conjunction with 
Eq. (1), Eq. (4) determines the range of applicability of the current approximation. 

We now tum to а d~cussion ofthe free energy functional AF{N(r),-ф(r)} ofthe negative 
ion-liquid system. The presence of the negative ion in the liquid leads to а change in the 
local structure of the liquid near the ion. In other words, the perturbation of the liquid atТects 
the electron spectrum of the negative ion. The structure of the complex is determined Ьу the 
minimum free energy, which сап ье represented as а sum of two terms, 

dF {N(r), ф(r)} = дЕ {N(r), ф(r)} + dF! {N(r)}. 

The first represents the change in electron ground-state energy due to the presence ofthe liquid. 
An accurate calculation of дЕ is complicated, and requires а self-consistent calculation of 
the local liquid density N(r) and the electron wave function ф(r). If the conditions of the 
perturbation theory are satisfied, however, the problem сап ье simplified significantly, and дЕ 
сап Ье written 

The second term in the free energy functional dF!{N(r)} represents the change in free 
energy of the liquid as а result of а change in its local density. The relation between the 
optimum density рroШе N(r) and the electron wave function ф(r) is determined Ьу rninimizing 
the free energy, 8дF{N(r),ф(r)}/8N(r) = О. А knowledge of N{ф(r)} enables one to 
determine the potential energy of electron interaction with atoms of medium. Thisleads to the 
nonlinear Schr6dinger equation. Its solution, which сап Ье obtained numerically, is usиаllу 
уесу complicated, and we corisider only the simplest case of small changes in the local density 
IN(r) - NI/N « 1. 

In this сме, the relation between N(r) and ф(r) becomes уесу simple: 

N(r)/N = ехр [-')'V(r)/M 82] , (6) 

where М is the atornic mass, 8 is the velocity ofsound in the liquid, and')' = Cp(T)/Cv(T) is 
the ratio ofspecific heats ofthe liquid. The function V(r) = V1 (r)+ V;(r) represents the etТective 
interaction potential between the electron and liquid. In first-order perturbation theory, the 
first term has the form 

(7) 

This takes electron scattering Ьу the etТective potential into consideration. The second term in 
V(r)-takes into account the fact that when the electron is near а scattering center, it interacts 
with the screening potentia1s of the other atoms of the liquid. These contribute to Up(r), but 
they do not participate in the scattering process: 

V;(r) = (Ф(r') IVp(r - r')g(r - r')FНN)IФ(r'») . 
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Неге. g(r - г) is the pai1Wise correlation function of the atoms comprising the liquid. In 
liquids made ир of atoms with sma]] polarizability, where the atomic polarization potentials 
аге essentially unscreened, "V2(r) is negligible in comparison with V;(r). Note that in the 
limit r » (1, "V2(r) takes the natural form of the screening polarization interaction: "V2(r) = 
= -о:е2FНN)/2r4 • 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

ТЬе present model was used to investigate the structure of the negative ion of the oxygen 
molecule, -02' in liquid Хе оп the saturation Hne, with the aim of comparing calculated and 
experimental results [2]. Interest in the 02 ion stems from the presence of this ion аэ an 
admixture in essentially аll experiments оп electron and ion mobilities inliquefied rare gases. 
Furthermore, experimental data оп the mobility of 02 in dense gases and liquids аге ауаilаЫе. 
ТЬе binding energy of the electron in 02 in уасиит (electron affinity) is е:::: 0.46 еУ, which 
corresponds to л :::: 5.5ао. In the atomic density range considered here, the electron-atom 
scattering cross-section depends weak1y оп the electron energy, and there is по Ramsauer
Townsend etТect [11]. Therefore, we аэsите for simplicity that the cross-section is independent 
of energy, and that it is determined Ьу the etТective scattering length Le!!(N). ТЬе applicability 
condition for perturbation theory is then satisfied for 02 in liquid Хе.' ТЬе effect ofthe medium 
оп the weak1y bound electron ofthe negative ion 02 at the triple point results in а correction to 
the electron ground-state energy of t:.e :::: 0.05 еУ, wЫch is significantly less than the electron 
affinity of 0i in уасиит. 

Liquid density profiles werecalculated at the triple point of Хе, at Т = 161.4 К, N ;::; 
;:: 1.36· 1022 ст - 3, and оп the saturation curve at Т = 200 К, N = 1.23· 1022 ст - з. For these 
conditions we adopted etТective electron scattering lengths L e!! (N = 1.36·1022 сm-З) = 0.6а.о 
and Leff (N;::; 1.23·1022 сm-З):; 0.3ао. Results ofthe calculations аге shown in Fig. 1. In 
the эате figure, density profi1es calculated Ьу means of Atkins' model are shown. Far from the 
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Fig. 1. Profiles оПоеа! density as а function of 
the distance to the center of the о; ion in Хе 
оп the saturation curve. Тhe solid curves were 
calculated in accordance with (6) for ditferent 
temperatures: 1) 161.4, 2) 2()() К. Тhe dashed 
curves were ~alculated in accordance with 
Atkins' тodеl for the same temperatures: 

3) 161.4, 4) 200 К 
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ion, the long-range pola~ation part ofthe interaction potential plays the main role. Closer to 
the center ofthe ion, the exponentially increasing term (see Eq. (7», which takes the exchange 
interaction into consideration, becomes dominant. In liquid Хе, in spite of its ЬщЬ polarizability 
а = 27.11 а.и., the exchange interaction isso strong thatas the liquid densityincreases, Leff(N) 
reverses sign from negative to positive at N* ~ 1.1·1022 ст-З • Thе increasing importance of 
V1(r) results in а slower Пsе in the local density near the center ofthe ion. ТЬе density рroШе!; 
N(r), shown in F:ig. 1 for small distances of the order of the radius of the first coordination 
sphere, cannot Ье correct, since the applicability of the present model would ье violated. But ) 
we speculate that ап accurate calculation would not change the qualitative picture, because 
the probability of finding ап electron in this region is low. 

Ав сап Ье seen from Fig. 1, 'the assumption of small changes in liquid density near the ion 
is entirely justified (note the ехрапдед scale of i:he ordinate). In contrast, the Atkins' model 
predicts а large increase in liquid density near the ion. Ав the result of the strong exchange 
interaction, the changes are so small that the creation of а solid-like cluster around а negative 
ion is not observed. We Ьеliеуе that this is the main reason for the experimentally measured [2] 
mobility difference between the 0;- ion апд positive ions. Measurements of the mobility of ап 
o~ {оп are not available, but the mobility of the positive ions of n-pentane апд tetramethylsiJane. 
in liquid Хе were found to ье almost three times less than the O;-mobility. 

For а simple estimate of the negative ion mobility in а liquid, we assume that during the 
motion of the ion in а weak electric field, а viscous flow of the liquid occurs that is determined 
Ьу its local density near the ion. It is then possible to тодеl the motion of both negative апд 
positive ions as the тоНоп of spheres with effective radii R~f thatdiffer for the two kind of 
ions. From the Stokes formula, the mobility is 

е . 
JL = --±-, 

cRef/'1 
- (9) 

where Т/ is the viscosity of the undisturbed liquid апд the пuтепсаl constant с = 471" for а 
ЬиЬЫе or 671" for а cluster [12]. It fol1ows from Eq. (9) that the product JLrJ is independent of 
the kinetic characteristics of the liquid. It is determined solely Ьу the structure of the resulting 
ionic сотрlех. 

lп Fig. 2 the experimental dependence of JLrJ оп the temperature of liquid Хе along the 
saturation curve is shown. It is obvious that besides the quantitative differences in JLrJ of the 
positive and negative ions, Феrе is also а qualitative difference between thetn. This is exhibited 
Ьу the differing slopes of JL(T)ry(T) = const for the two types of ions, and it dещопstratеs the 
.differing dependencies of the structures of the positive and negative ions оп liquid density апд 
temperature . 

. Ionic motion in а liquid results in energy dissipation.The liquid layer with maximum 
viscosity is attached directly to the surface of the ionic sphere. Thи layer contributes most 
actively to dissipation. With this assumption, it is possible to estimate the effective radii of the 

. charged complexes, 

(10) 

where И; (N) are the radii of positive and negative ion complexes, respectively; Т/т are the 
maximum viscosities near the ion, and т/ is,as before, the viscosity ofthe bulk liquid. Expanding 
"1т in Taylor series uр to the second order in the relative variation in liquid density, we сап 
write 

"1т ~"I(N. T)[l + {T(Nm - N)l, 
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Fig .. 2. Experimental results 121 for /J-(T)ТJ(T): 
1) 0;- ion; 2) positive ion of n-pentane 

in liquid Хе оп, the saturation curve 

where N m denotes the maximum density near the ion. The effective ionic radii are then 

(12) 

We now analyze the situations for negative and positive ions separately. In case of the 
negative ion, it is evident from the calculations (Fig. 1) that beyond the maximum, дN decreases 
with N. In other words, the characteristic size of the localization region of the weakly bound 
electron л determines the size of the negative ion. For а simple estimate, R~ сап ье set to л 
and сап Ье considered independent ofthe liquid density. Then, according to Eq. (12), R~t<N) 
is an increasing function of дN, and consequently а decreasing function of the liquid density 
N., which is consistent with the experimental data shown in Fig. 2. 

We next consider the mobility of the negative ion, using the present model for the region 
of enhanced density and pressure near the ion. This region results in а local increase in shear 
viscosity. As the viscosity of the liquid 'fJ(N, Т) depends оп density and temperature, -q(r) сап 
Ье evaluated as а function of distance from the center of the ioil. 

As сап Ье seen from Fig. 1, the local density increase is small. Moreover, the viscosity of 
the liquid Хе under lhese conditions is approximately а linear function of the liquid pressure. 
The local viscosity as а function of distance from the center of the ion сап Ье written as 
i](r) = 'Г}оо[1 + (R1J/r)4], where 'Г}оо is the viscosity of the unperturbed liquid and R1J = 
= [(arJ/aP)T(a.FL (N)e2N/2rJoo)]I/4 is the characteristic distance. R1J depends оп pro"erties 
of the liquid, and does not depend оп any properties of the ion. 

Previous results [13] were used to calculate negative ion mobi1ity. The effective ion radius 
R eff = R~ep, where ер is а dimensionless number that includes сопесtiопs to the Stokes 
formula. For,a ЬиЬЫе (perfect slip boundary conditions) ofradius R~ and Уо = (R1J/ R~)4 > 1, 
we use the approximate expression [13] 

( ) ~ 8V2 1/4 [1 8V2 -3/4]-
ер Уо - -т;- Уо - з;- Уо . (13) 
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Fig. 3. МоЫlitу of the 0;- ion in liquid Хе оп 
the saturation curve. The curve is ca1culated 
in accordance with the Stockes formula, and 

the points are the experimental results (2) 

The estimates of R." were made at Т = 170 К and Т = 200 К. The results were very simi1ar for 
the two points. Based оп the present approach forthese two cases, R." ~ 8.6ао and <р ~ 1.56. 
Our calculation of negative ion mobility Ьу means of the modified Stokes formula (9), (13) is 
presented in Fig. 3. We obtain satisfactory agreement with experiment [2], a1though we consider 
these results to ье preliminary. 

For а positive ion, R; (N) denotes the radius of the cluster created from the surrounding 
atoms as а result of electrostriction. R;(N) is а sharp function of the liquid density,and it 
сап Ье determined using the modified Atkins' model [2]. Near the triple point, the cluster size 
is determined Ьу the surface tension of the liquid-solid interface, and сап Ье written 

(14) 

Иеrе а is the polarizability of the Хе atom, 10. and 101 are permittivity of solid and liquid Хе, 
respectively, N s is the density of solid Хе, and 0';1 is the surface tension of the liquid-solid 
interface at the triple point. Substituting (14) into (12), we have R;ff = «(l/I:J.N) + (2, where 
(, and (2 are weak functions of N. 

Thus, the effective radius of а positive ion is а decreasing function of I:J.N, and consequently 
it is ап increasing function of the liquid density N. We obtain the same condition оп the 
saturation curve far from the triple point, where it is possible to neglect the effect of surface 
tension оп cluster properties. In this case, the cluster radius is given Ьу 

[R+(N)]4 = ae2N <х ae2N'Y . 
с 87ГlOs f:I(Рs - Р) 87ГlOs lOIs2l:J.N 

(15) 

Substitution of Eq. (14) into Eq. (12) results in ап increasing function of N at smalll:J.N. We 
obtain R;ff = (з(N/I:J.N)'/4 + (4N1/4I:J.N3/4, where (3 and (4 ате also weak functions of N .. 
From these qualitative considerations it сап ье seen that the increase in R;ff with N is related 
to the increase in the cluster radius R; despite а simultaneous decrease in the distortion of the 
10саl liquid density I:J.N пеас the cluster. This result is in good agreement with the experimental 
data [2] shown in Fig. 2. 

The radius of the negative ion depends weak1y оп liquid density, and is mainly determined 
Ьу the inner state of the ion. As result, the distortion of the liquid density пеас the negative 
ion is the principal factor determining R;,/N). With increasing liqqid density, the role ofthe 
exchange interaction ofthe weak1y bound electron with atoms is augmented, which results in an 
increase in L(N) and а larger decrease in I:J.N near the ion. Therefore, the present model enables 
us to interpret qualitative differences in the structure and mobility of negative and positive ions. 
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